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Abstract  This paper deals with problems related to Business Process Modeling Linguistic Approach – Problems of Business Strategy Design. The main goal of that paper is to prepare a proposal closely related to business strategy design in form of text written in a natural language and in form of linguistic sets, which contain appropriate linguistic variables regulated by rules of business process ontology principles and linguistic approach of business process modeling. A description of problems related to Balanced Scorecard (BSC) Business Strategy Design and to business process management and modeling – linguistic approach creates the paper’s first part, while The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation - PBPL Equation existence – together with assumptions, terms and principles related to its existence and functionality play a role of great importance there. Answering the question: how the principle business process linguistic equation may be applied in solution of business strategy design and business process management problems - business process ontology aspects?” It is a subject of the paper’s second part. However, the problems of related works and contributions of the paper’s content are considered to be the paper’s final chapters as well.
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1. Introduction

A business mission statement and objectives create the principal basis for preparing of any business strategy goals. However, any business strategy goal is being presented via set of sentences written in a natural language (e.g. In English or any other language) and via set of numeric or alphanumeric information. In many cases a set of sentences in natural language and sets of numeric or alphanumeric information are interconnected very strongly and in different ways. In many cases, such sets are considered to be Strategy Goal Indicators (SGI –elements) and are strictly interconnected to core, support and management business processes. On the other hand, these interconnections usually are not of a deterministic nature and several uncertainties may be observed within and among them. We can say that business process¹ management provided on strategic, tactic and operational level are often characterized by fuzziness. This term means, that the decision premises are not available in the form of mathematic models or numeric values, but rather as fuzzy conditions, such as “low processing time” or “high quality” as well.

Those aspects might be occurred here by extending process modeling through the consideration and processing of fuzziness using the fuzzy-set-theory. The fuzzy extension will be reproduced with the EPC² The EPC was chosen as a process modeling language due to its popularity within modeling practice [19]. The same aspects are concerned to interconnection among sets, which contain SGI –elements and sets, which contain elements closely related to core, support and management processes too. However, in many cases, different type of images are applied in order to visualize the above mentioned SGI –elements, different types of business processes and interconnections among them, while there are natural language sentences (NLS) as well.

With respect to that issue, the following question may be postulated: “How the text and image semantic analysis systems may be applied in business process management and modeling problems?”

The main goal of that paper is to prepare a proposal closely related to business strategy design in form of text written in a natural language and in form of linguistic sets, which contain appropriate linguistic variables regulated by rules of business process ontology principles and linguistic approach of business process modeling. In order to achieve the above-mentioned main goal the following partial goals shall be postulated and fulfilled:

---

1 The terms process and business process are considered the same terms from semantic point of view
2 EPC – Event Process Control
To define the term of Linguistic sets, incl. assumptions for their and functionality
To postulate The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation - PBPL Equation incl. assumptions, terms and principles related to its existence and functionality.
To postulate the PBPL Equation solutions for appropriate BSC System perspectives

However, the main goal determines the paper’s structure as well, while a description of problems related to Balanced Scorecard (BSC) Business Strategy Design and to business process management and modeling – linguistic approach creates the paper’s first part. The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation - PBPL Equation existence – together with assumptions, terms and principles related to its existence and functionality play a role of great importance there.

Answering the question “How the Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation may be applied in solution of business strategy design and business process management problems - business process ontology aspects?” is a subject of the paper’s second part. However, the problems of related works and contributions of the paper’s content are considered to be the paper’s final chapters as well.


2.1. Terms and Principles

The business process management passed through several phases and stages until achieved that content and form, which are valid at present. However, before getting started explanation individual aspects and problems closely related to business process management and modeling problems let us try explaining what the term process management is.

The business processes are running within any firm or company regardless its business mission statement or objectives. The term process management postulates the fact that no business process (BP) running in the firm or company must stay alone; it means for any business process shall exist the personality who is responsible for that process, while the personality may be considered to be: the BP owner, the BP administrator or the BP executor.

The terms business mission statement and business objectives are closely related to the term denoted as business strategy goals or aims, which may be quantified via set of strategic goal indicators (SGI(i)). Hacklin, F.-Wallnoefer [6], introduce a strategy-as-practice perspective and to explore the implications and limitations of applying the business model as a strategizing device. Design/methodology/approach - a single-case study design was selected to explore the implications and limitations of using the business model as a strategizing device in a high-tech firm [6].

Findings - the business model - provide a valuable structural template for mapping the current business model of a firm. However, in developing and discussing strategic options, it acts more as a symbolic artefact stimulating a creative decision-making process than an analytic tool with a clear sequence of steps.

Practical implications - when working with the business model concept in practice, its technical and linguistic legitimacy is initially highly limited. In the process of gaining legitimacy, however, a collective lock-in to the current strategic identity may arise. Managers have to be aware of these limitations and need to achieve an appropriate balance within the organization Hacklin, F.- Wallnoefer, [6].

Yuksel, I., Dagdeviren, [21] postulated that the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) method suggests that business performance should be evaluated not only by using financial indicators but also simultaneously considering non-financial indicators.

It has been revealed in the review of relevant literature that despite the satisfying levels achieved in conceptual and theoretical dimension of BSC, the method has some deficiencies in terms of implementation on a quantitative basis and that there remain some problems to be resolved subject of this study covered the measurement and evaluation dimension of BSC.

With respect to the above-mentioned facts and postulates, the BSC System might play a role not only closely related to the firm or company business performance evaluation tool; however it might be considered to be business model concept representative as well. In general, the BSC System consists of five perspectives: financial, customers, internal business process and learning and growth perspective, while one more perspective may be added to those perspectives as well. This perspective is denoted as technological perspective and is closely related to business technological support and with problems of governance and risk management too [5].

In order to achieve pre-defined business strategy goals or aims, a set of adequate business processes shall be running in the firm or company, while the business processes may be categorized as core (Cp’ (i, j’)) support (Sp’ (i, j’)) and management processes (Mp’ (i, j’)). On the other hand, there is a direct interconnection between business strategy goals or aims and business processes via BSC internal business processes perspective especially. These interconnections may be quantified via set of indicators denoted as success factors _3[ (p1 (i, j’), (p2 (i, j’),…..(p12 (i, j’)). With respect to BPM methodology, any business process (BP) is being designed, implemented and operated in the firm or company in order to generate a set of appropriate outputs closely related to business strategy indicators, while

3 The term success factors is postulated within business process modeling methodology developed and established by Software A.G. – Ids Scheer Company – hereinafter BPM Methodology, which is considered to be a dominant scientific authority related to Business Process Management
there are needed adequate inputs and business process functions, which enable transforming the inputs into adequate outputs as well.

On the other hand, any BP is represented by functional, process, data and organization view too [14]. However, any BP dynamics is represented by its own functionality, which shall be described in an appropriate way and that description creates an integral part of the firm or company business intellectual capital, which is closely related to BSC learning and growth perspective as well.

Calabrese, A.- Costa, R.-Menichini, T. proposes a model for Intellectual capital (IC) evaluation by integrating fuzzy logic and analytic hierarchy process (AHP). This fuzzy AHP approach allows capturing and fostering (IC) dynamics. Experts and managers are greatly supported by the use of linguistic variables in the evaluation process of the company intangible assets [4].

2.2. Business strategy design in form of text written in a natural language and in form of fuzzy sets, which contain appropriate linguistic variables

When considering a set of key performance indicator (KPI indicators) they might be postulated a set of logical sentences written in a natural language (TNL sentences), e.g. Ten percent Turnover increase or Five percent Production cost decrease. Both of the above-mentioned KPIs written in TNL language may be create elements of the \( \{ \text{Sq} (i, j) \} \) set, where those KPI logical sentences are being stored ( \( i \) - number of logical sentence, \( j=1\ldots m_1 \) – index of words, which create content of that logical sentence, while the sentence “Ten percent Turnover increase” is considered to be \( i=1 \) element and the sentence “Five percent Production cost decrease” is considered to be \( i=2 \) element. Those logical TNL sentence elements might be transformed into \( \{ \text{Sreq} (i, j) \} \) set elements (linguistic variables), where the linguistic variables represent results of semantic analyses related to the above-mentioned TNL text logical sentences (see also Table 1).

Table 1. Set of primary strategic aims postulated in form of TNL sentences and in form of fuzzy sets, which contain appropriate linguistic variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TNL (text written in natural language) version</th>
<th>Linguistic variable version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ten percent Turnover increase, weight eighty percent</td>
<td>{ \text{Sreq} (1, 7) } = {[1], {\text{turnover}}, {\text{increase}}, {\text{ten}}, {\text{percent}}, {\text{weight}}, {\text{eighty}}}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five percent Production cost decrease, weight eighty percent</td>
<td>{ \text{Sreq} (2, 7) } = {{\text{costs}}, {\text{decrease}}, {\text{five}}, {\text{percent}}, {\text{weight}}, {\text{eighty}}}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, let us consider the sentence no. 1 \((i=1)\) and let us compare it with BSC perspective formulation (see also Table 2) via KPI attributes, while the sixth attribute value is denoted by question mark, which corresponds to question “What about measures shall be done in order to fulfill that KPI value? The BSC system consists of five perspectives postulated above. As a result of that, the MU1-weight attribute shall be decomposed into five partitions closely related to financial (MU1-FIN), customer’s (MU1-CUS), internal BP (MU1-IBP), learning and growth (MU1-EAG) and technical perspective (MU1-TEC) as well.

Table 2. Example of predefined business strategy goal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key performance indicator (KPI) attributes</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Measure unit (MU1)</th>
<th>MU1 - weight</th>
<th>MU2</th>
<th>Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turnover increase</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>percent</td>
<td>eighty</td>
<td>percent</td>
<td>(?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question (2.1) is “How the partitions values shall be calculated and what about relations do exist between those partitions and measures to be done by financial experts, customers, internal business process administrators (employees), and technology and employee know-how”.

The question (2.2) “What about measures shall be done in order to achieve the business strategy goal predefined within Table 2?” is considered to be the sub ordinary one to the question postulated above.

The solutions leading to answering those questions will be postulated via considerations within Section 2.3 and 2.4

2.3. The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation - PBPL Equation – Assumptions, Terms and Principles

Consideration no. 2.1 General overview

In general, the goal of any business process is to generate those outputs, which enable achieving pre-defined business strategy indicator values. In order to fulfill that requirement, the business process shall contain a set of appropriate functions, which are able to generate the above-mentioned outputs, while those functions represent elements creating the business process internal structure. On the other hand, the above-mentioned business process needs a set of appropriate inputs \( \{ \text{Petx} (i, j’) \} \), which might be of material, valuable and information nature. When the business processes \( \{ \text{P} (i, j) \} \) are acting to input set denoted as \( \{ \text{Petx} (i, j’) \} \), an intermediate product Res1 \((i, j’’)\) is being created, converted to intermediate product Res2 \((i, j’’’)\) and subsequently decomposed to primary Tbx \((i, j’’’\) busines process outputs or products and to secondary business process outputs or products Retx \((i, j’’’’\). With respect to the above-mentioned issues, the following principle equation (2.1), together with appropriate subordinated equations (2.1a, 2.1b and 2.1c) might be postulated [13]:

\[
\{ \text{Petx} (i, j’) \} \otimes \{ \text{P} (i, j) \} = \{ \text{Tbx} (i, j’’’) \} \]

(2.1)

\[
\{ \text{Petx} (i, j’) \} \otimes \{ \text{P} (i, j) \} = \{ \text{Retx} (i, j’’’) \}
\]

(2.1a)

\[
\{ \text{Tbx} (i, j’’’) \} \otimes \{ \text{Retx} (i, j’’’) \} = \{ \text{Res} (i, j’’”) \}
\]

(2.1b)

\[
\{ \text{Res} (i, j’’”) \} = \{ \text{Res} (i, j’’”) \}
\]

(2.1c)
\( \{\text{Petx}(i, j')\} \) - business process (BP) inputs \( j'=1\ldots m_1 \) number of inputs for \( i \)-th business process

\( \{P(i, j)\} \) - business process \( j=1\ldots m_2 \) - number of business process functions for \( i \)-th business process

\( \text{Res1}(i, j''') \) - result of interaction related to inputs Petx and BP functions \( j''' = 1\ldots m_3 \) number of intermediate products created as a result of BP inputs Petx and BP functions interaction \( i \)-th business process

\( \text{Res2}(i, j''') \) - \( j''' = 1\ldots m_3 \) number of intermediate products created as a result of BP inputs Petx and BP functions interaction \( i \)-th business process prepared for decomposition to primary \( \text{Tbex} \) outputs \( j'' = 1\ldots m_4 \) number of primary products created as a result of BP inputs Petx and BP functions interaction for \( i \)-th business process (and secondary \( \text{Retx} \) outputs \( j'' = 1\ldots m_4 \) number of primary products created as a result of BP inputs Petx and BP functions interaction for \( i \)-th business process) In general, any business process may be described with use of many different methods, it means with use of different types of graphs or images, however that BP might be described with use of standard logical sentences written in a natural language (Slovak, English, German, etc.) – hereinafter known as TNL sentences.

The sets, the elements of which create linguistic variables and linguistic variable values are considered to be Linguistic sets (hereinafter known as \( \{L_S\} \) sets). Any \( L_S \) set consists of rows and columns, while any \( L_S \) set row begins with so called leading element (denoted by \( i \)-index \( i=1\ldots n \)) and standard elements \( L_S(j) \), while \( j=1\ldots m \).

In general, the following formula might represent them

\[ \{L_S\} = \{L_S(i,j)\} \text{ for } i=1\ldots n \text{ and } j=1\ldots m \quad \text{(2.1d)} \]

The leading element has a discrete character and the unique value, while the \( L_S(i,j) \) elements may have discrete or stochastic (probabilistic) character. If the \( L_S(i,j) \) elements have stochastic (probabilistic) character, the linguistic set alone might be considered to a fuzzy set the fuzzy algorithms may be applied for manipulation with the \( \{L_S\} \). The linguistic variable values may have a string, numeric character. However, they may have character of relations or functions as well

\[ L_S(i,j) < L_{sv} \text{ or } L_S(i,j) < f(x_{Lsv}) = L_{sv} \quad \text{(2.1e)} \]

where

\[ L_{sv} \] - is a linguistic variable value (dependent variable)

\[ f(x_{Lsv}) \] - is a function, which generates \( L_{sv} \) based on \( x_{Lsv} \) (independent variable)

With respect to the above-mentioned issues, the sets Petx(\( i, j \)), P(i, j), Tbex(\( i, j''\)), Retx(\( i, j'''\)), Res1(\( i, j'''\)), Res2(\( i, j'''\)) and their derivatives are considered to be the linguistic sets.

Let us try analyzing the TNL sentences from semantic point of view. At first, we have to determine and describe a set of BP primary outputs or products denoted as \( \{\text{Tbex}(i, j'')\} \) set. When comparing it with semantic context explanation related to the TNL sentence or sentences, which describe actual business processes the \( \{\text{Tbex}(i, j'')\} \) set content is created by so called Terms to be explained – Tbex – terms, where \( j'' = 1\ldots m_4 \) (a number of terms to be explained) contained in the \( i \)-th TNL sentence describing an actual business process. On the other hand, those terms are considered to be linguistic variables, the semantic content of which may be represented by text strings or numerical values and appropriate measure unit as well.

In order to explain, the semantic content of any TNL sentence based on the above mentioned Tbex terms; we need a set of principle terms (hereinafter known as Petx terms), which enable that explaining. However, there shall be a set of semantic rules contained within \( \{P(i,j)\} \) set \( j=1\ldots m_2 \) - number of semantic rules, which enable semantic explaining of TNL sentence(s) based on Tbex terms and with the use of Petx terms. In several cases, that explaining may be supplemented by supporting terms contained within \( \{\text{Retx}(i, j''')\} \) – hereinafter known as Relating terms [11]. However, this approach to modeling of business processes in described in further published issues as well [13, 16, and 17].

The equation (2.1) is denoted as: The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation (hereinafter known as PBPL Equation). The PBPL Equation might have adequate solution for pre-defined business processes. The first business process is postulated as: Business Strategy Creation and is considered to be the target business process. We shall have looked for an adequate solution of PBPL Equation for that business process.

\subsection*{2.4. The Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation - Solutions related to answering the questions (2.1) and (2.2)}

Consideration 2.2

The equation (2.1) the Principle Business Process Linguistic Equation, which might have many solutions for different cases, while one of them is closely related to finding answer for question (2.1) and (2.2). Furthermore, let us try analyzing the business strategy goal postulated in Tab 2 and looking for the solution related to equations (2.1), (2.1a), (2.1b) and (2.1c) in order to answer the question (2.1). Let us assign adequate values to appropriate sets creating an integral part of equation (2.1) as follows:

\[ P(i, j) = [[1], \text{"Turnover increase"}] \quad \text{(2.2a)} \]

\[ \{\text{Tbex}(i, j''')\} = [[1], \text{"five percent"}] \quad \text{(2.2b)} \]

\[ \{\text{Retx}(i, j''')\} = [[1], \text{weight} \text{"eighty"}, \text{"percent"}] \quad \text{(2.2c)} \]

\[ \{\text{Petx}(i, j'')\} = [[1], \text{?}] \quad \text{(2.2d)} \]

The question mark in equation (2.3d) corresponds to question (2.2). In order to answer that question let us postulate several assumptions related to \( \{\text{Petx}(i, j'')\} \) content, while five BSC perspectives should be respected. As a result of that the formulas (2.3 – 2.6) might be valid:
\[ \text{Petx (1, 1)} = \text{“BSC Customer’s Perspective”} = \]
\[ = \{(\text{Cus}(1,1,1)), (\text{Cus}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Cus}(1,1,m_1))\} \quad (2.3) \]

where \{(\text{Cus}(1,1,1)), (\text{Cus}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Cus}(1,1,m_1))\} are sets closely related to individual customers (for details see also section 2.5.1)

\[ \text{Petx (1, 1)} = \text{“BSC Internal BP Perspective”} = \]
\[ = \{(\text{Ibp}(1,1,1)), (\text{Ibp}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Ibp}(1,1,m_2))\} \quad (2.4) \]

where \{(\text{Ibp}(1,1,1)), (\text{Ibp}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Ibp}(1,1,m_2))\} are sets closely related to individual internal BP running in the firm or company (for details see also section 2.5.2)

\[ \text{Petx (1, 1)} = \text{“BSC Technological Perspective”} = \]
\[ = \{(\text{Tep}(1,1,1)), (\text{Tep}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Tep}(1,1,m_3))\} \quad (2.5) \]

where \{(\text{Tep}(1,1,1)), (\text{Tep}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Tep}(1,1,m_3))\} are sets closely related to business strategy technological aspects existing in the firm or company (for details see also section 2.5.3)

\[ \text{Petx (1, 1)} = \text{“BSC Learning and Growth Perspective”} = \]
\[ = \{(\text{Egp}(1,1,1)), (\text{Egp}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Egp}(1,1,m_4))\} \quad (2.6) \]

where \{(\text{Egp}(1,1,1)), (\text{Egp}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Egp}(1,1,m_4))\} are sets closely related to business strategy learning and growth aspects existing in the firm or company (for details see also section 2.5.4)

\[ \text{Petx (1, 1)} = \text{“BSC Financial Perspective”} = \]
\[ = \{(\text{Fip}(1,1,1)), (\text{Fip}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Fip}(1,1,m_5))\} \quad (2.7) \]

where \{(\text{Fip}(1,1,1)), (\text{Fip}(1,1,2)), \ldots, (\text{Fip}(1,1,m_5))\} are sets closely related to business strategy technological aspects existing in the firm or company (for details see also section 2.5.5)

2.5 Solutions for Balanced Scorecard Perspectives

2.5.1 Solutions related to BSC Customer’s Perspective

Let us consider a set of \(m_7\) customers who contribute to fulfillment of \(\{\text{Tbex (i, j’’)}\} = \{1\}, \{“five percent”\}\) value, while any of those customers contributes to the above-mentioned fulfillment by his own share, it means

\[ \text{Cus (i, j)} = \text{Cshare (i, j)} \quad (2.8) \]

\(i\)-number of business strategy goal, \(j\) – number of the customer who contributes to fulfillment of \(\{\text{Tbex (i, j’’)}\} = \{1\}, \{“five percent”\}\) value via his own \(\text{Cshare (i, j)}\) and sum of \(\text{Cshare (i, j)}\) covers the required \(\{\text{Tbex (i, j’’)}\}\) value(s).

\[ \forall \text{Cus (i, j) } \exists \text{Cshare (i, j)} \Rightarrow \text{Cus (i, j)} = \text{Cshare (i, j)} \]

On the other hand, let us consider a set of products \(\text{Pr (i, j)}\), where \((i=1\ldots n_1)\) is a number of product kind and \(j\) is aggregated value \(\text{Va (j, k)}\) which represents a contribution to the customer’s \(\text{Cshare (i, j)}\) value

\[ \text{Cshare (i, j)} = \prod \text{Va (j, k)} \quad (2.10) \]

\(k\) – is a number of products contained within aggregated value \(\text{Va}\).

\[ \text{Va (j, k)} \text{ – a set of selected product kinds for appropriate share of customers Cshare (i, j) who contribute to \{Tbex (i, j’’)} value meaningful from the firm or company business strategy point of view. This is a partial answer related to the question of 2.2. What about measures from customer’s point of view shall be done in order to achieve the business strategy goal predefined within Table 2?} \]

2.5.2. Solutions related to Internal Business Process Perspective

Let us consider a result of \(\text{PBPL general equation solution for internal business processes, which should generate outputs closely related to product types and kinds represented by \{\text{Pr (i, j)}\} set. On the other hand, a set of products exists, which is denoted as \{\text{Pr (l)}\}, l=1,2\ldots m_7, while formula (2.11) might be postulated} \]

\[ \forall \text{Pr (j, k)} \exists \text{Pr (l)} \Rightarrow \text{Petx (i, j’’} = \text{Ibp (i, j’’} & \text{Tbex (i, j’’’} = \text{Va (j, k)} \& \text{Retx (i, j’’’)} \quad (2.12) \]

\(i = 1, 2\ldots n – \text{number of an appropriate internal business process Ibp} \)

\(j = 1, 2\ldots m_7 – \text{number of product type or kind} \)

\(k = 1, 2\ldots m_8 – \text{number of actual product assigned to the number of product type or kind} \)

\(i = 1, 2\ldots n – \text{number of an appropriate internal business process Ibp} \)

\(j’ = 1, 2\ldots m_9 – \text{number of function existing with internal business process Ibp} \)

\(j’’ = 1, 2\ldots m_{10} – \text{products generated as a result of interaction between Ibp inputs Petx (i, j) and the Ibp alone} \)

\(j’’’ – \text{index closely related to share of Ibp on the weight concerned to business strategy indicator value fulfillment} \)

\[ \forall \text{Petx (i, j’) } \exists \text{Ibp (i, j)} \Rightarrow \text{Petx (i, j’’} = \text{Ibp (i, j)} \& \text{Tbex (i, j’’’} = \text{Res1 (i, j’’’)} \quad (2.13a) \]

\[ \text{Ibpshare (i, j’’’)} = \text{Res1 (i, j’’’)} \quad (2.13b) \]

where
Therefore learning process is required to learn that development news. As a result of that, any personality responsible for business performance and efficiency, the knowledge quantification be a dynamic element from its development point of view. Component of any business process input might be business process (BP owner, BP operator or BP executor) representation plays a role of principle importance. Related to BP knowledge concerned to its functionality, well. In order to achieve, the above-mentioned requirements growth perspective creates an integral part of BSC System as appropriate rules, while any person responsible for that and reference databases \( [Rd (i, j')] \) \[17\], the knowledge represented via formula (2.14b)

\( \{P_{ten} (i, j')\} \* \{P (i, j)\} = Res_{leg} (i, j'') \) (2.15)

With respect to equation (2.14b) the equation (2.15) may be converted into equation (2.16)

\( \{Sn (i, j'), [Rd (i, j')] \* \{P (i, j)\} = Res_{leg} (i, j'') \) (2.16)

and a share of knowledge concerned to BP functionality, performance and efficiency relating to fulfillment of \( \{Tbex (i, j'')\} = \{[1], \{‘five percent’\}\} \) (see also Table 2) and let us suppose, the above mentioned knowledge is closely related to BSC Learning and Growth perspective and the knowledge represent input for BP \( \{P (i, j)\} \) functionality. With respect to those assumptions equation (2.1b) might be represented via formula (2.15)

\( \{P_{ten} (i, j')\} \* \{P (i, j)\} = Res_{leg} (i, j'') \) (2.15)

However, this is qualitative view to share of knowledge related to fulfillment of \( \{Tbex (i, j'')\} = \{[1], \{‘five percent’\}\} \) Egshare might be described via formula (2.17)

\( Egshare (i, j'') = Res_{leg} (i, j'') \) (2.17)

However, this is qualitative view to share of knowledge related to fulfillment of \( \{Tbex (i, j'')\} = \{[1], \{‘five percent’\}\} \). A quantitative view to that problem is over the paper range and will not be discussed here. A reader is kindly recommended to consult book [13].

2.5.4. Solutions related to Technological Perspective

The BSC Technological perspective represents a selected set of relations closely related to BSC Learning and Growth perspective, which might be implemented and operated within actual firm or company with respect to uncertainty and risk. This uncertainty might be represented with the use fuzzy set apparatus and the risk may be represented with the use of probabilities.

The above-mentioned problem is being solved based on fuzzy logic, which enables accepting of uncertainty, inaccuracy and vague aspects and provides a simple way for working with semantic meaning of words written in a natural language. When considering this approach, the BSC Technological Perspective is the fuzzy model, which contains a set of appropriate linguistic variables [5]. Let’s have a look at that model functionality.

Technological Perspective contribution is a conversion of business strategy goals towards the firm or company customers and internal business processes running there (see also Fig. 1). The Technological Perspective, which is closely related to Learning and Growth Perspective and represents a decisive factor affecting the firm or company market value.
The firm or company market value concept deals with an opinion concerned to market firm or company benefits and prosperity in an appropriate time. However, a determination of the firm or company market value is considered to be a complicated and complex problem, where a set of appropriate methods is applied, while the methods are categorized with respect to factors affecting the final value and methods of the final value computation as well.

However, when considering a relation between goodwill and BSC Learning and Growth Perspective, the industrial goodwill plays a role of principle importance, while this type of goodwill includes the firm or company technological equipment, employment stability and satisfaction of employees too. First of all, we are interesting in the position and tasks of BSC Technological Perspective, which represents a selected set of relations dealing with Learning and Growth Perspective, while an appropriate uncertainty and risk measure is observed, when implementing and operating those relations via real business processes running within actual firm or company. However, the above-mentioned uncertainty might be quantified via fuzzy set apparatus and an appropriate set of probabilistic algorithms might be applied in order to quantify the above-mentioned risk aspects as well.

We are doing best to find a solution for uncertainty problem with the use of fuzzy logic, which enables accepting of uncertainty and vagueness and working with semantic content of TNL words. With respect to this issue, the Technological Perspective is considered to be a fuzzy model containing linguistic variables.

With respect to above-mentioned issues, the knowledge closely related to BP functionality might be divided in two groups:

\{A\} Terms and principles related BP unit functionality and BP functionality as a whole, incl. required outputs and corresponding inputs.

\{B\} BP controlling terms and principles related to BP outputs and business indicators strategy indicators - key performances indicators valid for the firm or company where those business processes running.

This section deals with qualitative aspects (terms, principles and issues) related to BSC Technological Perspective, while the quantitative aspects of PBPL Equation solution for that type of BSC perspective are described in Section 3.3.


Ontology is a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” as defined by [18]. In our proposal, ontology is used for asserting statements about knowledge represented by PBL equation, the solution of which is closely related to BSC system application for preparing of business strategy within actual firm or company. In general, adding ontology has several advantages: enables a flexible representation of the inference rules and the knowledge, reduces human intervention in maintenance, allows an automatic verification of data consistency, promotes modularity and enhances scalability and future reuse. Accordingly, they are appropriate to fulfill these requirements [2].

3.1. The PBPL Equation Solution for BSC Customer’s and Internal Business Process Perspective

The aim of PBPL equation ontology is to represent the variables contained in that equation as well as linguistic labels, which can be associated to each of them. The PBPL Equation contains four types of variables \{Petx (i, j)\}, \{P (i, j')\}, \{Tbex (i, j'')\} and \{Retx (i, j'')\} and have a fuzzy set nature. Any of the above-mentioned types of variables having a fuzzy set nature contain appropriate linguistic variable items and linguistic variable values. The \{Petx (i, j)\} linguistic variable items and valae are closely related to material, valuable and knowledge (information) business process inputs, while the index j indicates the relation to material (j=1), valuable (j=2) and knowledge (information) (j=3) and the index i indicates a number of business process which the input variable \{Petx (i, j)\} is concerned to. The variables \{P (i, j')\} linguistic variable items and valae are closely related to business process vertical and horizontal structure. When considering the business process vertical structure, i index indicates the business process position within hierarchy of supervisory business processes. When considering the business process (BP) horizontal structure, i index indicates a linguistic (semantic) interconnection between \{Petx (i, j)\} and \{P (i, j')\} variables. On the other hand, the j index indicates a number of BP function with an appropriate linguistic (semantic) content, while j=1...m and m means a number of functions, which the actual business process consists of. When considering a linguistic approach to BP modeling with the use of fuzzy set apparatus, the above-mentioned functions might be
represented by a trapezoidal function. When executing operation with respect to formula (3.1)

\[ \{\text{Petx}(i, j)\} \otimes \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} = \text{Res1}(i, j) \]  

(3.1)

When applying that formula to preparing business strategy with respect to customer’s and internal business process perspective, that formula might enable answering the question: “what about strategic aims shall be postulated and fulfilled in order satisfy the customer’s requirements.”

Let us consider a fuzzy set \{\text{Cus}(i, j)\}, which contains linguistic variable items, linguistic variable item values and concerned to customers and their requirements e.g. products (articles) or services and a set \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\} which contains linguistic variable items and linguistic variable item value concerned to internal BP running within firm or company, the linguistic operation (3.1) can be transformed into formula (3.2a and 3.2b)

\[ \{\text{Cus}(i, j)\} \otimes \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} = \text{Res1}(i, j) \]  

(3.2a)

\[ \{\text{Sg}(i, j)\} = \{\text{Res1}(i, j)\} \]  

(3.2b)

\{\text{Sg}(i, j)\} is the set, which contains elements concerned to a question “What about strategic aims shall be postulated and fulfilled in order attend the requirements”. However, the set \{\text{Cus}(i, j)\} is closely related to BSC Customer’s perspective and \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\} is closely related to BSC internal business process perspective and the \{\text{Sg}(i, j)\} set contains elements closely related to answering the above-mentioned question, while the \{\text{Sg}(i, j)\} creates an integral part of the BSC system as well.

With respect to the above-mentioned facts formulas (3.2a) and (3.2b) represent the PBPL Equation for BSC customer’s and internal business process perspective

3.2. The PBPL Equation Solution for BSC Internal Business Process Perspective and Learning and Growth Perspective

Let us have a look at business process functionality and treatment from knowledge need point of view.

On one hand, any business process (BP) consists of several functional units providing appropriate functionalities. On the other hand and BP function generates a set of pre-defined outputs and requires adequate inputs for those purposes. Usually, the BP consists of more than one functional units. In general, any BP functional unit consists of appropriate functional elements providing pre-defined operations aimed to achievement of appropriate outputs. As mentioned above, a set of appropriate inputs are needed for these purposes. In order to assure a proper functionality of BP containing more functional units a set of appropriate interfaces shall be standing among them. With respect to above-mentioned issues, the knowledge closely related to BP functionality might be divided in two groups:

\{A\} Terms and principles related BP unit functionality and BP functionality as a whole, incl. required outputs and corresponding inputs.

\{B\} BP controlling terms and principles related to BP outputs and business indicators strategy indicators - key performances indicators valid for the firm or company where those business processes running.

This knowledge types create knowledge base fundamentals, while that knowledge base creates an integral part of ontology related to the above-mentioned business processes.

Let us consider equation (3.1) and further two ones postulated via formulas

\[ \{\text{Res2}(i, j)\} = \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} \otimes \{\text{Retx}(i, j'')\} \]  

(3.3a)

\[ \{\text{Res2}(i, j)\} = \{\text{Res1}(i, j)\} \]  

(3.3b)

where \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} – is a set of BP outputs, which affect the KPI values directly

\{\text{Retx}(i, j'')\} - is set of primary and secondary knowledge, which affect the \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} set content directly

When considering formulas (3.1), (3.3a) and (3.3b), the following questions might be postulated:

Question no.1

“How the \{A\} and \{B\} knowledge set is affecting a set of BP outputs (linguistic item values) contained within \{\text{Ibp}(i, j')\} set and a fulfillment of KPI values subsequently.

Question no.2

“How the \{A\} knowledge and \{B\} set is affecting a set of primary and secondary knowledge creating the \{\text{Retx}(i, j'')\} content?”

With respect to the above-mentioned questions formulas (3.4a) and (3.4b) might be postulated:

\[ \{A\} \otimes \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\} = \text{Res1}(i, j) \]  

(3.4a)

\[ \{B\} \otimes \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\} = \text{Res2}(i, j) \]  

(3.4b)

and formulas (3.3a) and (3.3b) are valid as well, while formulas (3.4a) and (3.4b) together with formulas (3.7.3a) and (3.7.3b) represent a solution of PBPL equation for BSC Learning and Growth perspective.

3.3. The PBPL Equation Solution for BSC Internal Business Process Perspective and Technological Perspective

In order to specify the knowledge base closely related to BP functionality as postulated within Section 3.2 let us consider a set of business processes \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\}, which should

\[ \frac{\text{Petx}(i, j)}{\text{Ibp}(i, j')} = \text{Res1}(i, j) \]  

5 The term “Primary knowledge” means a set of new knowledge generated as a result of BP \{\text{Ibp}(i, j)\} acting to set of inputs denoted as \text{Petx}(i, j).

6 The term “Secondary knowledge” means a set of existing knowledge closely related to BP running with respect to formula (3.1). However, the primary knowledge becomes the secondary, when applying it for other BP, appear or situation and is being modified for those purposes.
generate primary outputs represented, by \( \{ \text{Tbex} (i, j'') \} \) set and secondary outputs represented by \( \{ \text{Retx} (i, j'''') \} \) set with the use of inputs represented by \( \{ \text{Ptex} (i, j') \} \), while equation (2.1) is valid, in general. On the other hand, there is a general rule that no business process is able to operate properly and efficiently without adequate technological, information and knowledge support. The same is concerned to business process running within management on strategic level and within business strategy creation as well. However, any business process a running behaviour of which is regulated via equation (2.1) generates material, valuable, information or knowledge outputs too. Let us have a look at those aspects in more details.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Bbp}^*(i, j) - \text{set of business processes running properly and efficiently} \\
\text{Albpm} - \text{set of rule and other knowledge related to business processes running properly and efficiently} \\
\text{Bbp''} (i, j') - \text{set of business processes, which might cause a disorder or failure of Bbp^* (i, j) business processes} \\
\text{Albpm' - set of rule and other knowledge related to business processes, which might cause a disorder or failure of Bbp^* (i, j)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Petx} (i, j') \Rightarrow \text{Axm} (i, j''') \\
\text{Ptex} (i, j'') \Rightarrow \text{Axm} (i, k''')
\end{align*}
\]

Inference engine

\[
[\{\text{Petx} (i, j')\} \otimes \{\text{Ptex} (i, k'')\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp^*} (i, j)\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp''} (i, j')\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp'''} (i, j''')\}] \Rightarrow \text{Res}1^* (i, j, k)
\]

\[
[\{\text{Axm} (i, j)\} \otimes \{\text{Axm} (i, k')\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp^*} (i, j)\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp''} (i, j')\} \otimes \{\text{Bbp'''} (i, j''')\}] \Rightarrow \text{Res}1'' (i, j, k)
\]

Generation of material non material outputs

Part 1 Input processing

Generation of material non material outputs

Part 2 Output generation

Material outputs, which do not correspond to quality requirements

Knowledge base concerned to material outputs, which correspond to quality requirements

Knowledge base concerned to material outputs, which do not correspond to quality requirements

Figure 2. Model, which represents a solution of PBPL Equation for BSC Technological Perspective (Part 1, Part 2)
Now, let us try applying formula (3.5) related to solution of PBPL equation (see also formula (2.1) and formula (2.1a-2.1.c) for BSC technological perspective. When looking at PBPL equation (formula 2.1), we can see that \( \{Tbex (i, j'')\} \) linguistic set elements represent the primary output (product) parameters\(^7\), while \( \{Retx (i, j'')\} \) linguistic set elements represent the secondary output (product) parameters\(^8\).

\[
< x, T(x), U, G, M> \quad (3.5)
\]

where

- \( x \) – is the linguistic variable name
- \( T(x) \) – is the set of values related to the linguistic variable name
- \( U \) – universum, which represents a meaning of any expression contained in \( T(x) \)
- \( G \) - syntactic rule applied for generation of new linguistic terms and expressions
- \( M \) - semantic rule assigning affiliation function for each linguistic expression \( T(x) \)

With respect to formula (2.1) and formulas (2.1a-21.c) formula (3.5) might be converted into formulas (3.6a up to 3.6d)

\[
x = \{Res2 (i, j''')\} \quad (3.6a)
\]

\[
T(X) = \{Tbex (i, j'')\} \otimes \{Retx (i, j'')\} \quad (3.6b)
\]

\[
G = \{Petx (i, j')\} \otimes \{Pet1 (i, j'')\} = \{Res1(i, j''')\} \quad (3.6c)
\]

\[
M = \{Res1 (i, j''')\} = \{Res2 (i, j'')\} \quad (3.6d)
\]

As mentioned above, any business process is running in order to generate outputs, which enable fulfillment a content of business strategy indicators. These outputs might be of material \( \{Tbex (i, j'')\} \) and non-material nature \( \{Retx (i, j'')\} \). On the other hand, no business process is able to generate required outputs without appropriate inputs, which might be of material \( \{Petx (i, j')\} \) and non-material \( \{Ax (i, j') \} \) nature as well. When considering the BSC Technological Perspective the above-mentioned material inputs \( \{Petx (i, j')\} \) consist of input materials \( \{Petx_m (i, j')\} \) getting in the business process \( \{Ibp (i, j)\} \) directly and technological devices \( \{Ax (i, k')\} \), which create an integral part of an appropriate business process or processes and enable converting input materials \( \{Petx_m (i, j')\} \) into required outputs. However, no business process functionality is possible without adequate knowledge (information) support as well. As a result of that, a set of non-material inputs (knowledge and information) play a role of principal importance, when operating business processes. They might be divided in two categories, knowledge and information concerned to input materials \( \{Petx_m (i, j')\} \) denoted as \( \{Ax_m (i, j')\} \) and knowledge and information concerned to appropriate technological devices \( \{Ax (i, k')\} \).

In general, a set of required outputs is generated via interaction between business process and adequate material and non-material inputs (see also formula 2.1a), while an intermediate product \( \{Res1 (i, j''')\} \) is being created. However, there is running a set of business processes operating properly and efficiently denoted as \( \{Ibp' (i, j)\} \) and a set of business processes, which might cause a disorder or failure of \( \{Ibp' (i, j)\} \) business processes (denoted as \( \{Ibp'' (i, j)\} \) processes) might start running as well. This aspect is concerned to both, material and non-material input materials (resources) and plays a role of great importance within BSC Technological Perspective. With respect to the above-mentioned issues formula (2.1a) may be transformed in two appropriate formulas (3.7a and 3.7b), which create basis of \textit{inference engine} (see also Fig.2), where the reader may find more detailed explanation concerned to equations (3.7a) and (3.7b).

\[
\{\{Petx_m (i, j')\} \otimes \{Petx (i, k')\}\} \otimes \{\{Ibp' (i, j)\} \otimes \{Ibp'' (i, k)\}\} = \{Res1' (i, j, k)\} \quad (3.7a)
\]

\[
\{\{Ax_m (i, j')\} \otimes \{Ax (i, k')\}\} \otimes \{\{Ibp' (i, j)\} \otimes \{Ibp'' (i, k)\}\} = \{Res1'' (i, j, k)\} \quad (3.7b)
\]

Subsequently, an intermediate product \( \{Res1 (i, j''')\} \) is being transformed to further intermediate product \( \{Res2 (i, j''')\} \), which enables generating of primary and secondary outputs, which might be of material and non-material nature as well (see also formulas (3.8a) and (3.8b) and Fig.2 for more details).

\[
\{Res2' (i, j, k) = Tbex (i, j'') \otimes Tbex (i, j'')\} \quad (3.8a)
\]

\[
\{Res2'' (i, j, k) = Retx (i, j'') \otimes Retx (i, j'')\} \quad (3.8b)
\]

When looking at Fig.2, we can see two types of output primary and secondary products:

- Outputs, which correspond to quality requirements
- Outputs, which do not correspond to quality requirements

The above-mentioned formulas and equations and descriptions represent a solution of PBPL Equation for BSC Technological Perspective.

### 4. Contributions of the Paper Content

This contribution/paper deals with theoretical and conceptual aspects of BSC perspective linguistic modeling. In order to introduce the knowledge contained in that paper in practice a set of different auxiliary variables should be determined, which should be applied, when implementing and operating adequate application programs environment of Jess programming language\(^9\). Those aspects are considered to be outside the paper range and are not discussed in that paper.

\[7\] The primary outputs generated as a result of Ibp business process functionality usually might have material nature

\[8\] The secondary outputs generated as a result of Ibp business process functionality usually might have non-material nature

4.1. Contributions within Scientific Practice

We can say that business process management provided on strategic, tactic and operational level is often characterized by fuzziness. This term means that the decision premises are not available in the form of mathematic models or numeric values, but rather as fuzzy conditions. As a result of that an adequate mathematic apparatus shall be applied for those fuzziness representation purposes, which is based on a set of linguistic variables and fuzzy sets as well. This paper deals with algorithms, where the above-mentioned linguistic variables and fuzzy sets are being applied in order to describe strategy goal indicators versus core, support and management business process views, which is considered to be the main contribution of that paper within scientific practice.

4.2. Contributions within Educational Practice

This paper contains information, which might be applied, when preparing teaching plans related to business process management and business strategy creation problems, while those aspects are closely related to management course accredited and taught within many high schools and universities.

4.3. Contributions within Social Practice

In principle, any business is getting started via mission statement and objective definition, which create basis for business strategy definition as well, while the business strategy aspects are being postulated in a verbal form (text in natural language – TNL and in form of critical performance indicators (KPI – indicators).

On the other hand, a set of appropriate target and main business processes shall be defined, which enable fulfillment of business strategy goals or aims postulated via TNL sentences or KPI indicators. Both, the business strategy goals and the target or main business process may be represented by set of adequate TNL sentences or graphs. In order to understand business strategy goal and target or main process quintessence, an appropriate text semantic analysis should be done. The text semantic analysis results could show us how the above-mentioned target and main process should operate in order to assure a fulfillment of business strategy qualitative and quantitative indicators. This paper deals with a set of such algorithms especially and create basis for design and implementation of adequate application programs, which may be applied when creating the business strategy outlines. This is the main contribution of that paper content.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes business strategy design in form of text written in a natural language and in form of linguistic sets, which contain appropriate linguistic variables and postulates the principle business process linguistic equation - PBPL equation incl. assumptions, terms and principles related to its existence and functionality. On the other hand, this paper contains two principle questions closely related to business strategy design, which might be applied within any firm or company. In order to answer those questions, a set of adequate PBPL Equation should be looked for related to appropriate BSC perspectives. However, the PBPL Equation may be applied in solution of business strategy design and business process management problems with respect business process ontology aspects, where four questions postulated within Section 3.2 play a role of great importance aspects contained there require adequate solution and quantification. However, this fact creates basis for further development PBPL Equation as well, especially related to BSC Learning and Growth and Technological Perspective together with determination of appropriate auxiliary variable values for individual BSC perspectives.
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